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Overview

AIMSAIMS
■■ Dramatically reduce assignment timeDramatically reduce assignment time
■■ Do the easy bits quicklyDo the easy bits quickly
■■ Focus attention on the tricky partsFocus attention on the tricky parts
■■ Reduce number of spectra requiredReduce number of spectra required

POTENTIAL APPROACHPOTENTIAL APPROACH
■■ Assignment free structure determinationAssignment free structure determination

●● Inspired by CLOUDS/ANSRS approachInspired by CLOUDS/ANSRS approach
●● Homologues and large proteinsHomologues and large proteins
●● Practical problems with CLOUDSPractical problems with CLOUDS

■■ Automated backbone assignmentAutomated backbone assignment
■■ Coupling assignment with structure calculationCoupling assignment with structure calculation

●● CcpNmrCcpNmr NexusNexus
●● Network anchoringNetwork anchoring



The CLOUDS Protocol

■■ Assignment free structure determinationAssignment free structure determination
●● Per Per KraulisKraulis, , ThThéérrèèse se MalliavinMalliavin, Irvin D. Kuntz, Irvin D. Kuntz
●● CLOUDS by Miguel CLOUDS by Miguel LlinasLlinas, Alex , Alex GrishaevGrishaev
●● Spatial distribution of anonymous resonances Spatial distribution of anonymous resonances 

generated with generated with NOEsNOEs

A network of distance constraints between 
anonymous atoms is sufficient to generate 
a low resolution protein structure.
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The CLOUDS Protocol

■■ InputInput
●● Spin systems (resonance groups)Spin systems (resonance groups)
●● NOEsNOEs linked to resonanceslinked to resonances

■■ UnambiguouslyUnambiguously
●● Distance constraintsDistance constraints

■■ OutputOutput
●● Family of cloudsFamily of clouds
●● Backbone assignmentBackbone assignment
●● Side chain assignmentSide chain assignment
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Assignment from Family of Clouds

A family of Clouds

Yeast Hho1p GI
Linker Histone H1 globular domain I
J.O.Thomas, K.Stott



CcpNmr Clouds
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■■ Implementation of existing softwareImplementation of existing software
●● Interface existing codeInterface existing code
●● ReRe--written code moduleswritten code modules

■■ Integration within CCPNIntegration within CCPN
●● An Analysis moduleAn Analysis module
●● Data Model glues modulesData Model glues modules
●● Functional platformFunctional platform
●● Distribution networkDistribution network
●● Import/export with FormatConverterImport/export with FormatConverter
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■■ Spin Systems from Spin Systems from LinkPeakListsLinkPeakLists

■■ Disambiguate NOES with BACUSDisambiguate NOES with BACUS

■■ Distance constraints from NOE calibration Distance constraints from NOE calibration 
table/curvetable/curve

■■ Use C version of original Use C version of original HCloudsMDHCloudsMD

■■ Fit backbone and sequence with Fit backbone and sequence with ThreaderThreader



Results from Ideal Data

A family of Clouds



Homologue Helpers

■■ Fit backbone of homologue structure to cloudFit backbone of homologue structure to cloud
■■ Good fitting residues give sequential assignmentGood fitting residues give sequential assignment
■■ Side chains and variable regions still to be fittedSide chains and variable regions still to be fitted

●● ThreaderThreader: Can work from an existing basis: Can work from an existing basis
■■ Requires reasonable cloudsRequires reasonable clouds

●● Uses global informationUses global information



Large Deuterated Targets

■■ Limited protonationLimited protonation
●● AmidesAmides
●● MethylsMethyls

■■ Combine with CLOUDS approachCombine with CLOUDS approach
●● Less resonance overlapLess resonance overlap
●● Generate sparser cloudsGenerate sparser clouds
●● Fewer relaxation pathwaysFewer relaxation pathways
●● Sufficient to define backbone and coreSufficient to define backbone and core

■■ Need some new softwareNeed some new software
●● Original CLOUDS didnOriginal CLOUDS didn’’t use 3D and 4D t use 3D and 4D 

experimentsexperiments
●● Good resonance disambiguationGood resonance disambiguation
●● Spin system identificationSpin system identification

A well-defined cloud representing 
only amide and methyl protons



Threader

■■ A replacement for Backbone FinderA replacement for Backbone Finder
●● Fully automated Fully automated 
●● Accepts any typing and assignment Accepts any typing and assignment 

informationinformation
●● Generates assignments from cloudsGenerates assignments from clouds
●● Can complete clouds assignments Can complete clouds assignments 

started with homology modelsstarted with homology models

■■ MonteMonte--Carlo samplingCarlo sampling

■■ Inbuilt spin system typingInbuilt spin system typing
●● Both Both 11H and H and 1313CC

■■ Now extended to side chainsNow extended to side chains
●● Fits side chains into clouds given Fits side chains into clouds given 

backbonebackbone



CcpNmr Threader

■■ Assign spin systems to residuesAssign spin systems to residues
■■ Prior from spin system typingPrior from spin system typing

●● Another MC searchAnother MC search
■■ Likelihood from PDB distancesLikelihood from PDB distances

●● RECOORD databaseRECOORD database
●● HnHn, H, Hαα & & HHββ distancesdistances
●● ii--3 to i+33 to i+3

Posterior = Posterior = LikelihoodLikelihood××Prior/kPrior/k

P(Assign|CloudP(Assign|Cloud) = ) = P(Cloud|Assign)P(Assign)/P(CloudP(Cloud|Assign)P(Assign)/P(Cloud))



CcpNmr Threader – Side Chains

■■ Assign resonances to atoms Assign resonances to atoms 
within a residuewithin a residue

■■ Prior from chemical shift match to Prior from chemical shift match to 
atom typeatom type

■■ Likelihood from intra residue PDB Likelihood from intra residue PDB 
distancesdistances

■■ Find best match of resonance to Find best match of resonance to 
atom given distances and shiftsatom given distances and shifts

P(Assign|Cloud) = P(Cloud|Assign)P(Assign)/P(Cloud)P(Assign|Cloud) = P(Cloud|Assign)P(Assign)/P(Cloud)
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■■ Used by CcpNmr Used by CcpNmr ThreaderThreader
■■ Global best fit of residue typesGlobal best fit of residue types

●● Monte Carlo searchMonte Carlo search
●● Chemical shifts from BMRBChemical shifts from BMRB
●● Spin system shiftsSpin system shifts

■■ Accepts external typing informationAccepts external typing information
●● Atom typesAtom types
●● Residue typesResidue types

■■ Works with Works with 11H and/or H and/or 1313C shiftsC shifts
■■ Ensemble outputEnsemble output

●● Highest probability solutionsHighest probability solutions
●● Represents ambiguityRepresents ambiguity
●● User scrutinyUser scrutiny

Spin System Residue Types



■■ Not enough restraints given Not enough restraints given 
distance accuracydistance accuracy

■■ Initial developmentInitial development
●● Idealised 2D data mostlyIdealised 2D data mostly

■■ Resonance disambiguationResonance disambiguation
●● Many NOES not usedMany NOES not used
●● Mistakes made by BACUSMistakes made by BACUS
●● Network is not denseNetwork is not dense

■■ Distance calibrationDistance calibration
●● Long range distortionLong range distortion
●● Many errors compoundedMany errors compounded
●● Backbone paths crossBackbone paths cross
●● Homologue fitting uncertainHomologue fitting uncertain

■■ Needs covalent informationNeeds covalent information
●● Spin system fragmentsSpin system fragments
●● ABACUSABACUS

CLOUDS problems
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Automatic Backbone Assignment

■■ Input peak listsInput peak lists
●● HNcoCAHNcoCA
●● HNCAHNCA
●● HNcoCAHNcoCA/CB/CB
●● HNCA/CBHNCA/CB
●● OthersOthers……

■■ Initial MinimisationInitial Minimisation
■■ Monte Carlo spin system swapsMonte Carlo spin system swaps
■■ Generic Bayesian engineGeneric Bayesian engine
■■ Ensemble analysisEnsemble analysis

●● Residue confidenceResidue confidence
●● Fix local minimisation errorsFix local minimisation errors

■■ Clouds with backbone sectionsClouds with backbone sections
■■ Still to doStill to do

●● SeqSeq dependent chemical shiftsdependent chemical shifts
●● Infer secondary structureInfer secondary structure
●● C version for speedC version for speed
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■■ Connect sequential but anonymous Connect sequential but anonymous 
spin systemsspin systems

■■ Include all backbone atoms in MDInclude all backbone atoms in MD
■■ Resulting clouds are betterResulting clouds are better

●● But overall FOC RMSD are similarBut overall FOC RMSD are similar
●● Better backbone threadingBetter backbone threading
●● Closer to real structureCloser to real structure
●● Homologues fit!Homologues fit!

CLOUDS with sequential sections



Network Anchoring
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BACUS NOE disambiguation

Constraint
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CcpNmr Network Anchoring
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Network Anchoring



1H Structures with Network Anchoring

■■ NOEsNOEs from from 1515N and N and 1313C  3D C  3D NOESYsNOESYs
■■ Distances from calibration curveDistances from calibration curve

●● Mean dist Mean dist –– mean NOEmean NOE



Ropey 1H structures

■■ 1515N HSQC NOESY onlyN HSQC NOESY only
■■ Globally inconsistentGlobally inconsistent
■■ Sequentially goodSequentially good
■■ Backbone threading possibleBackbone threading possible



The CcpNmr Nexus protocol
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Growing Residue Templates

■■ Residue fragmentsResidue fragments
●● ANYANY
●● ALFALF
●● BETBET
●● BBRBBR
●● GAMGAM
●● DELDEL
●● PHYPHY
●● IVTIVT
●● ASXASX
●● GLXGLX

■■ Fit from Fit from 11H structureH structure
■■ XplorXplor topology filestopology files
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Preliminary results

Known structure Round 1 – No side chains

■■ Acceptable Acceptable ThreaderThreader scoresscores
●● Clear backbone routesClear backbone routes
●● Some sequence assignmentsSome sequence assignments
●● Fit parts of some side chainsFit parts of some side chains
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Preliminary results and structures



The Last Steps – To Do

■■ Float unlinked resonancesFloat unlinked resonances
●● Proxies c.f. Proxies c.f. EisoEiso. AB, . AB, AlexandreAlexandre BonvinBonvin

■■ Final structure refinementFinal structure refinement
●● ARIA/CYANAARIA/CYANA
●● ReRe--consider all consider all NOEsNOEs given assignmentgiven assignment
●● Use starting structureUse starting structure



Summary & Near-future plans

■■ Improve restraintsImprove restraints
●● Logical ambiguityLogical ambiguity
●● DihedralDihedral
●● RDCsRDCs

■■ Test on more proteins!Test on more proteins!
■■ Violation analysisViolation analysis
■■ Error benchmarkingError benchmarking

●● Parameter dependenceParameter dependence
●● RobustnessRobustness
●● ConfidenceConfidence

■■ Graphical interfaceGraphical interface

■■ Homologue fitting worksHomologue fitting works

■■ Methyl Methyl protonatedprotonated possiblepossible

■■ Network anchoring readyNetwork anchoring ready

■■ Nexus backbone Nexus backbone 
assignmentassignment
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